SUTTON INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
PROFILE—THE ONLY COMPANY IN THE WORLD THAT
BRINGS PRINT AND DIGITAL INTO ONE EFFICIENT WORK
ENVIRONMENT
In operation for over three decades, Sutton Integrated Solutions (TT) is one of Canada’s leading fully
integrated corporate marketing, communications, technology, and consulting firms in Canada. TT has
extensively worked with clients across Canada for many industries to help them gain technological and
business advantages using our cutting edge design and software services. Having produced
communication solutions for some of the country’s most noteworthy organizations in such diverse
sectors as international banks, communication, technology, real estate and resource companies. TT
brings the necessary experience to the table, ensuring the required skills, resources and capacity for the
successful development and delivery of its integrated brand image. TT’s expertise in web application
development comes from a well developed and fine-tuned mix of people, experience and processes. We
are an established team of professionals, brought together under the mandate of delivering effective
digital communications solutions that produce results for our clients.
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DYNAMIC PRINT GENERATOR
Stop using hard to use, time consuming, and expensive methods that deliver poor results. Create your
next Online content (publications, magazines, annual, brochures, product catalog, etc.), or other printed/
digital materials with the Dynamic Print Generator! it streamlines the process and prevents you from the
inefficient and complicated process of using complicated PDF software or having to work with a Graphic
Designer to manually typeset a document. Say goodbye to Converters, Editors, and PDF Creators!

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The Dynamic Print Generator can be used to create a real-time PDF document based on your dynamic
CMS content. Print documents can be generated straight from your website. The CMS Admin Page Editor
is powerful, intuitive, and easy to learn.
With our DPG you get a website and PDF at the same time for one price. Our proprietary ASP.NET Content
Management System (CMS) stores your content and allows you to edit your website and print the
document online.
The Print matches what you see on the website, and both are driven by the same CMS content. Print
Generator renders the PDF based on CSS, a modern “web standard”, which enables us to fully customize
the formatting of the PDF output. Other Web Page to Print tools sloppily place your content onto the PDF
or merely take screen captures of the page. Our tool is able to combine your up to date content and apply
precise formatting via CSS to create a typeset highresolution PDF, which you can provide to your printing
service or print yourself.

SUTTON INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)
Dynamic Print Generator for online reports, Annuals, Brochures, Publications, Magazines, Fact
sheets, Catalogs, etc.
TT has developed an industry-leading CMS built to enable businesses and organizations of all sizes to
take control of publishing their content while meeting regulatory compliance standards. TT is delivering
this CMS to our clients to enable them to use TT’s ‘best in class’ solution, designed to position our client’s
as leader’s in their industry. Adding to our CMS, we have built a new technology called the Dynamic Print
Generator. This allows us to build online content using our CMS, and subsequently produce a hi-res PDF
of that online report which is fully printable. This would mean no more choosing an online version over a
printed version or vice versa; you can get both for virtually the same price. This also reduces large
expensive print runs, with our DPG, you can now control what you print and customize, share pages of
content online all directly from your website.
Our Content Management System (CMS)
The TT CMS (built in ASP.NET) provides an excellent base to build online content as well as any size
website for public or private companies. Our mandate is to continually make our CMS the best in class
and to research better and faster ways in which we can improve our clients set of tools while we maintain
our market leadership. Designed and optimized for rapid development, the CMS currently features tools
designed to meet the needs of businesses and organizations that require some degree of hybrid offline
and online publishing requirements. We have already developed and delivered tools which enable users a
greater degree of choice and flexibility in the way that users choose to engage with the content. TT would
enable these tools to, amongst other things, allow users to ‘pick and pack’ specific pages of interest, to
download and merge pages on-the-fly for print/PDF for offline reading.

ADAPTIVE OR
RESPONSIVE DESIGN
(MOBILE / TABLET)
Again utilizing CSS and
contemporary web design
standards, the website would be
designed using ‘adaptive’ or
‘responsive’ layouts. TT will
create optimum design solutions
for the range of device types that
will be used to view the website
and publications. For instance,
rather than simply scaling the
pages to fit, the type sizes and
number of columns used for a
desktop browser will be adjusted
automatically to an appropriate
size and grid for hand-held
mobile or tablet devices.

HTML5, JavaScript / jQuery and
CSS3 will provide a robust tool
set that can be leveraged to
realize the value of rich content
(contemporary, efficient, dynamic
and visually engaging). Further,
by avoiding Adobe Flash, we can
build rich, dynamic presentation
methods to tie directly into the
standard controls of a CMS,
ensuring better reach and
usability for internal
stakeholders to take greater
control over the rich content. The
goal is to promote greater
timelines and shorter
implementation times for
marketing and communication
opportunities.

Our CMS has the ability to make
any change necessary and has
been set up using a MS Word
interface so you can easily make
any changes to content, add or
delete pages or sections, add and
crop photos, add video or
PowerPoint and insert charts or
graphs with ease. Our CMS also
includes our proprietary Data
Visualizer, which can be used for
showing in a chart, graph or
table format any financial data or
any comparison related data of
any kind.

SINAI HEALTH SYSTEM
DYNAMIC PRINT
GENERATOR FOR
ANNUAL AND
QUARTERLY REPORTS
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